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This article is extracted from an ad
dress by Commander W elsh delivered 
at the Marine Section of the National 
Safety Congress and Exposition in 
Chicago 1969. 

Towboat Captain 's View of 1,600,000 Gallons of Refrigerated Anhydrous 
Ammonia in Two Barges. 

Hazardous Materials Transportation 
With the rapid growth in the size and variety of shipments 

it is essential that hazard evaluations be based on a 

good understanding of properties, hazards and disaster 

potential. 
William E. McConnaughey 
Commander Myron E. Welsh, USCG 
Robert J . Lakey 
Lieutenant (jg) Richard M. Goldman, USCGR 
Hazardous Materials Division, U.S. Coast Guard, Headquarters 

MEASURES TO PROTECT oper
ating personnel and the public dur
ing the bulk transportation of hazard
ous materials arc becoming more and 
more complex as chemical produc
tion increases and the size and 
variety of chemical shipments grows. 
Because of this, existing classifica
tion systems and accident statistics 
are no longer sufficient as a basis for 
developing safety regulations and 
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standards. Thus, if chemical trans
portation disasters are to be reduced 
to a minimum, hazard evaluation 
must become a comprehensive, reli
able science . 

As can be seen from Figure I, the 
production of organic chemicals more 
than doubled from 1958 to 1968, and 
inorganic chemical production al-
1 nost doubled during trus same period. 
Dy comparison, there has been only 

a 15% increase in population despitl: 
the population explosi9n. 

Between 1964 and 196 7, the growth 
in chemical loadings was 25%, or 
about 7%/yr., while during the years 
1965 to 1968 growth in the combined 
total of chemical imports and ex
ports was 33%, or 8%/yr., 

The greater absolute quantity of 
chemicals being shipped in more in
dividual movements means there is 
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The Coast Guard Cutter Iris is shown here fighting an ammonium nitrate fire at Texas City, Texas. 

a greater chance of an accident, an<l 
growing population centers means 
there is a greater probability that it 
will involve the public. 

Hazard evaluation seeks to mini
mize the probability of such disasters, 
and, failing that, to minimize the ef
fects of those that do occur. To be 
useful, the hazard evaluation srstem 
:;hould contain a minimum number 
of categories an<l still be comprehen
sible; reflect multiple inherent haz
ards; specify degrees of hazards; and 
be somewhat quantifiable. 

Inherent hazarcls are determined by 
the physical, chemical, and toxico
logical properties of the cargoes. For 
instance, the toxicity hazard is related 
Lo vapor pre~surc, water solubility, 
J .C50, and LDso, among others. Hav
ing identified and evaluated the 
de?;rees of various hazards associatea 
with a cargo, the next step is to cor
relate the hazards with the engineer
in?; and operational aspects of the 
transportation mode so that aclequate 
controls can be provided. For exam
ple, with highly Aammable or toxic 
liquid commodities, the <lesign of 
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pressure relief systems and the choice 
of construction materials arc impor
tant because tank integrity will largely 
dctcnninc how well the evolved 
vapors arc contained. 

Identification of hazards 

The first step in the ha;:ard evalua
tion process is the identification of the 
types of potential hazard that a given 
commodity presents to life and prop
erty. To make this detem1ination the 
following questions should be an
swered satisfactorily: 

1. Is the commodity a gas, a 
liquid, or a solid? 

2. Who, or what, would be in
jured by release 0£ the rorumodity? 

3. \l\lhat kind of injury would 
it sustain? 

4. Jf the commodity is toxic to 
humans, is the effect cu mu lativc, 
dclaye<l. and acute? 

5. How docs the agent enter the 
body? 

6. What arc the critical dosages 
and concentrations? 

7. What organs are attacked? 
8. What kind of p roperty dam-

age can the commodity cause and 
how can it cause this damage? 

9. Can the commod ity react with 
someLh[ng else? 

l 0. Are the reaction products 
dangerous? 

These hazards arc identified with
out regard to the method of contain
ment or handling. At this stage we 
arc not concerned with how much 

.damage the commodity can do, but 
rather with the properties of a com
modity and their relationship to 
hazards. 

To be more specific, what is the 
nature of some of the ha;:ards? First. 
let us consider gases, or liquids that 
emit vapors irritating to the skin or to 
the mucous membranes of the eyes, 
nose, throat, and lungs. Since chemi
cal vapors var)' in degree of tolera
tion, an evaluation of this health 
hazard would be based upon the 
likelihood that the vapor would cause 
an injury, and the severity and per
manence of that injury. Nonvolatile 
chemicals, or those which produce 
,·apors not irritating to the eyes and 
throat, would he rated as nonhazard-
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ous. Chemicals with the highest haz
ard raling would include severe 
irritan ts that cannot be tol<.:rated even 
at low concentrations without caus
ing eye or lung damage. 

Another health hazard im·olves the 
tendency of some chemicals in the 
liquid or solid slate to "burn" or ir
r itate human skin. T n this respect, 
some chemicals are practically harm
less. At the opposite end of the hazard 
rating scale are the severe irritants 
whid1 cause second and third degree 
bums on short contact and serious in
jury if splashed into the eyes. 

The possibility of µoisoning 
through inhalation, ingestion, or ab
sorption is yet another hazard. Some 
chemicals offer little or no likelihood 
of producing an injury in this way, 
but others with threshold limits below 
10 ppm can be extremely dangerous. 
Volatile chemicals producing toxic ef
fects by inhalation are of most con
cern in bulk water transportation, 
while toxic chemicals absorbed 
through the skin arc considered less 
hanrdous because of the lower prob
ability of exposure. Chemicals which 
arc toxic only by ingestion generally 
present a relatively small danger. 

Chemicals are rated as health haz
ards if they are anesthetics, narcotics, 
have a cumu lative toxic cfTect, or are 
acutely toxic. The Coast Guard's pri
mary concern has been with acute 
rathcr than chronic or cumulati,·e 
toxicity, and the same holds true for 
the evaluation process. 

Water pollution hazards 

In addition to the heallh hazard, 
the water poll ution characteristics of 
chemicah must also be considered. 
Hazard raLings shou Id reflect the con
cern that arises when chemicals arc 
spilled or dumpcd inLo waterways. A 
wide variety of problems may ai·ise 
from such occurrences : water for 
municipal systems may be made 
unfit for human consumption; foh 
and other aquatic life may be killed; 
waters in streams or on beaches may 
be contaminated by oily, sticky, dark
colorcd, or malodorous materials 
which make them unfit for recrea
tional purposes; and noxious odors 
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or vapors may evolve from polluted 
water to contaminate the atmosphere 
in areas nearby. See Figure 2. Thus, 
the water pollution characteristics of 
chemicals should be evaluated on the 
basis of their toxicity to human and 
marine life as well a5 the threat 
they pose to the aesthetics of the 
environment. 

To arrive at a human toxicity 
evaluation for water pollution the 
basic guide is the LD,0 value. For a 
more practical assessment of the real 
hazard involved, however, other fac
tors need to be considered. For in
stance, ratings should be reduced 
below that indicated by LD,0 values 
for compounds that have low water 

solubility (and accordingly cannot 
reach a high concentration in water) , 
for compounds of high volatility 
( that ,·aporize in a short time from 
the surface) , and for compounds that 
have a pronounced taste or odor 
which will serve as a warning to pre
vent human consumplion. 

In most cases, the toxicity of par
ticular chemicals to aquatic life can 
be determined from published data. 
T n some instances, these ratings can 
be modified for chemicals with low 
water solubili ty or high volatility, 
which, accordingly, will not normally 
pollute waters. 

Chemicals should a lso be evaluated 
with regard to the aesthetic problems 
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Figure 1. Growth in population and chemical production, 1958-68 
!1958= 100 %1. 
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Table 1. Hazard evaluation ratings and classifications for selected commodities. 

Fire Health Water Pollution Reactivity 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) 

.!:! IE 
VI c:b ~~ "' c: 

... 'E 
,, ... -; u 0 ,, :: c: c: 

e:~ ... ·E ... :;; 
0"' ·- o~ 0 ~ ·~ .c: ti 11 . u 

"' ti Ql GI GI Q.~ g.<1> ·- ·cs :::J )( .c: .c: "' :!: "' 
"' t: ::Jo~ :c~ ~~ ~:5 OU ~ 

GI GI 
>- Q. (/)et: 

Acetone (C Flam. Liq.) ........ 3 .... ..... 1 .......... 0 .......... 0 .. ....... . 1 .. .... .... 1 .......... 1 .. .. .. .... 2 .......... 0 .. ........ 1 

Acrylonitri le 

Ethyleneimine 

Allyl Alcohol 

(C Flam. Liq.) .. ...... 3 ...... 3 .. ...1. ........ 3 .... .. ... 4 .. ....... 3 .......... 2 .. ....... 3 ......... 0 .. ... ..... 3 

(B Flam. Liq.) ........ 3 *.. .. ... 3.. . 2 . .4 ........ 4 ...... 3 ... 3 ...... 3 .... .... 1.. .. ...... 3 

(B Pois.) ............... 3 ........ 3 . . .... 2 .......... 3 .. .. 2 3 2 ...... 2 ....... 0 ....... 1 

(Non-Flam. 
Ammonia, Anhydrous Com pr. Gas) .......... P .... .. 4 ....... 2 .......... 2 ... . 2 2 2 ......... . 3.... 2 .... 0 

(Non·Flam. 
Chlorine Compr. Gas) ......... 0 ........ . .4 .......... 2 ..... .... .4 ...... .... 2 ......... 3 ......... 2 ....... .. .4....... 1. ..... 0 

(Non·Flam. 
Dichlorodifloromethane Compr. Gas) ......... 0 ......... 0 .......... 0 .... ...... 1. ... ...... 0 .......... 0 ..... ..... 0 .... ...... 1 ....... .. 0 ...... 0 

(Flam. 
Propane Compr. Gas) ..... .4 ... 0 ....... 0 .......... 0 .......... 0 .......... 0 .......... 0 ......... 0 .......... 0 .......... 0 

(Corr. Liq.) ..... .. 0 .. ... 3 .......... 2 .......... 2 ....... 2. .. 2 ......... 3 ......... 0 .......... 0 Hydrochloric Acid, 28·35% 

Chlorosulfonic Acid (Corr. Liq.) .......... 0 

3 

4 .. 4 .......... 4 .......... 2 3 

3 

2 ......... .4 .......... 4 ......... 0 

Phosphoric Acid, 75·85 % (Haz. Art.) ..... ....... 0 ..... 0 ..... 3 ......... 1.... 

Ratings are from 0 to 4 In order of increasing severity. 
* Indicates fire hazards are unlike those of hydrocarbons. 
( ) Indicates current DOT classification. 

that may arise from their pollutiou of 
"aters. .\Iany Iaclors can be taken 
into account, such as the water solu
hility of the chemical; that is, whether 
it will float on water as an oily layer, 
dissolve, or sink to the bottom. The 
volatility (how long the substance 
will n;rna.in in or on the water) udor, 
taste, and color shou.ld be also con
sidered. Normally, gaseous chemicals 
whir.h are water insoluble and which 
volatilize quickly from the area are 
not considered water pollutants. 
Other water insoluble chemicals can 
be evaluated on the basis of boiling 
point. odor, and color. Water soluble 
compounds can have their ratings 
modified principally on the basis of 
odor; with some weight given to 
persistence. 

In addition, chemir:al rcact1v1ty 
must be considered since this hazird 
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often arises under bulk water trans
portation conditions. Reactivity in
cludes the reaction of a chemical with 
other chemicals, with water, and with 
it~elf ( polymcri7.ation or decomposi
tion ) . An evaluation of reactivity 
should considcl' the tendency of a 
chemical to undergo a vigorous and 
hazardous rear.tion with another in
dustrial chemical if they a rc acci
dentally mixed. The fact that n,·o 
chemicals react is of no concern un
less it may le:id to a hazardous situa
tion. This may arise through the 
o,·erflO\,. or rupture of tanks, ignition, 
or the evolution of noxious gases. The 
severity of the reaction will depend 
upon temperature, the degree of mi.x
ing, the weight ratio of water or 
chemical, and tlic presence of t!'ace 
impurities that may catalyze the 
reaction. 

2 .. 2 .. .... 3 .... .. ... 0 ....... ... 0 

Self-reactivity evaluations rate 
chemicals with regard to their tend
enC}' to undergo a hazardous sclf
reaction, usually polymerization. 
Most organic chemicals are incapable 
of such a reaction, but for those that 
are, the evaluation should be based 
on the case of initiation, the vigor 
with which it occurs, and the ha7.:trd 
that may arise during transportation. 

Chemicals can be classified as a fire 
hazard if their properties are such that 
they may ignite or spread a fire dur
ing bulk water transportation. Evalu
ation can be bai;cd principally on flash 
points; however, other factors may be 
considered and the rating raised or 
lowered acr:ordingly, if the chemical 
presents a hazard unlike the one pre
sented by hydrocarbons. They 
include: 

l. Chemicals such as halogen-, 
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Figure 2 . Hazard area from a chlorine barge tank rupture in New Orleans. 

nitrogen-, and sulfur-containing com
pounds that produce noxious gases in 
burning. 

2. Chemicals having exception
ally high or low ignition tempera
tures. 

3. Chemicals that ignite spon
taneously on contact with air or 
\\·ater. 

Classification systems 
The factors described above are 

those we feel must be pres:!nt in any 
hazard evaluation system. The older, 
traditional classification systems are 
clearly insufficient for they only rcc
ogni.lC a single hazard which may or 
may 11ot be the most important one. 

Huw docs this new approach to 
hazard evaluation coinparc with the 
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traditional classification system used 
in this country? Let us consider a few 
examples: 

1. Liquid oxygen is presently an 
unregulated couuuodity when trans
ported at a p ressure of less than 25 
psig. But for purposes of marine trans
portation, this concept of hazard 
based only on a criterion of pressure 
is inadequate. What would happen 
if a tank full of liquefied oxygen at a 
temperature of about - 297° F were 
suddenly spilled onto the deck of a 
ship? T he possibilities arc numerous, 
including the likelihood uf hull 
fracture. 

2. Chlorine, as it is now classed, 
falls into the same category as com
pressed air. 

3. Chlorine trinuoride is classi
fied as a corrosive liquid. There is no 
indication that it is violently reactive 
\\'ith water. 

4. Kerosene in less than bulk 
quantities is unregu lated, and is fre
quently identified as a nonflammable. 

The International Maritime Dan
gerous Goods Code is a hybrid; com
bining elements of both the 
classification theory and the hazard 
evaluation theory. It has nine basic 
classifications, as stipulated in Chap
ter VII of the Intcmational Conven
tion on Safety of Life al Sea, 1960: 

1. Explosives 
2. Gases 
3. T nflammable liquids 
4. Iunamrnablc solids 
5. Oxidizing substances 
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Table 2. A guide to compatibility of chemica ls for adjacent bulk loading. 

1 Inorganic Acids l 

2 Organic Acids x 
3 Caustics x 
4 Amines & Alkanolamines x 
5 Halogenated Compounds x 
6 Alcohols, Glycols & Glycol Ethers x 
7 Aldehydes x 
8 Ketones x 
9 Saturated Hydrocarbons 

10 Aromatic Hydrocarbons x 
11 Olefins x 
12 Petroleum Oils 

13 Esters x 
14 Monomers & Polymerizable Esters X 

15 Phenols 

16 Alkylene Oxides 

17 Cyanohydrins 

18 Nitriles 

19 Ammonia 

20 Halogens 

21 Ethers 

22 Phosphorus, Elemental 

23 Sulfur, Molten 

24 Acid Anhydrides 

6. Toxic substances 
7. Radioactive substances 
8. Corrosivr.s 
9. Miscellaneous dangerous sub

stances 
There arc gradations within 

classifications Lhat reflecl degrees of 
hazanb, as in the case of explosives 
and inflammable liquids. Other 
gradations, such as those applied to 
gases, inflam111ablc solids, oxidizing 
and toxic substances, dcsrribe the 
nature of the hazard. I nflammable 
solids, for example, arc subdi\·ided 
inLo Lhree categories, one of which 
covers those substances which are 
:;pontaneously combuslible. Another 
catcgo1-y CO\ crs substances emitting 
inflammable gases when wet. 

The International Maritime Dan
gerous Goods Code further provides 
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x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

X Represents unsafe combination for adjacent loading. 

2 Table l lists the chemicals by chemical and reactivity groups. 
Obtain the group for the chemical and then read chart, first 

x 3 from left to right , then down. 

x 4 
Chemicals Not on Chart x x 5 

Carbon bisulfide should not be carried ad· 
6 jacent to reactivity groups l , 4, 19, 20, and 

x x x x 7 epichlorohydrin. 

x x x 8 
Epichlorohydrin should not be carried adjacent 
to reactivity groups 1. 2, 3, 4, 14, 15, 19, 20, 

9 22, 23, 24, and carbon bisulfide. 

10 Motor fuel antiknock compounds should not 1>e 

x 11 
carried adjacent to reactivity groups 1, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 15, 19, and 20. 

12 

x x 13 

x x x x x 
x x x 

x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x x 
x x x x 

x x x x x x x x 

x x 
x x x x 

x x x x 

that each hazard be identified hy a 
separate label. Chlorine, for example, 
requires a label as a poison gas and as 
an oxidizing agent. Methyl cyanide 
( acetonitrile) is labeled as a poison 
and as an inAammahlc liquid. Some 
other compounds may require as 
many as tliree labels. 

There arc a number of new hazard 
evaluation systems that consider the 
problems of multiple hazards and 
graded hazard levels. One of these, 
the rational Academy of Science.; 
System, is based upon principles dis
cussed earlier in this article. Devel
oped by the Advisory Committee on 
Ha.7,ardous Materials for the Coast 
Guard, it is used principally to 
evaluate the bulk transportation of 
dangerous cargoes. The NAS System 
starts off with four broad hazard 

14 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

15 

x 16 

x 17 

x 18 

x x x 19 

x x 20 

x 21 

x 22 

x x 23 

x x x x 

categories : 
1. Fire hazard 
2. Health hazard 
3. Water pollution hazard 
1. Reactivity hazard 

24 

These are further broken down into 
ten specific hazards : 

l. Fire hazard 
2. Vapor irritant health hazard 
3. Liquid, solid irritant health 

hazard 
1·. Poison health hazard 
5. H uman toxicity water pollu

tion hazard 
6. Aquatic toxicity water pollu

tion hazard 
7. Aesthetic effect water pollu

tion hazard 
8. Reactivity hazard with other 

chemicals 
9. Water reactivity hazard 
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Table 3. Partial list of compatibility groups. 

Group 1. Inorganic Acids 

hydrogen chloride (anhydrous) 
hydrogen fluoride (anhydrous) 
oleum 
sulfuric acid 
phosphoric acid 
hydrochloric acid (aqueous) 
hydrofluoric acid (aqueous) 

Group 2. Organic Acids 

acetic acid 
butyric acid (n-) 

formic acid 
propionic acid 
tall oil 
rosin oil 

Group 3. Caustics 
caustic potash solution 
caustic soda solution 

Group 4. Amines and Alkanolamines 

aminoethylethanolamine 
aniline 
diethanolamine 
diethylamine 
diethylenetriamine 
diisopropanolamine 
dimethylamine 

10. Self-Rcacti vity hazard 
So far our Advisory Committee 

under the National Academy of 
Sciences has evaluated the hazard 
potential of 209 commodities with 
th.is system. Table 1 shows the hazard 
ratings for some representative car
goes along with their classifications 
under the Dept. of Transportation 
(DOT) classification system. 

The American Society for T esLing 
and Materials is also working on a 
multiple graded hazard system. The 
ASTM committee, in cooperation 
with the Coast Guard, is attc111pting 
to develop standardized techniques 
for determining the hazard of indi
vidual chemicals. Toxicity and com
patibility are not included in this sys
tem, however. 

Another hazard evaluation is the 
commodity-oriented National Acad
emy of Sciences Sulfur Study initiated 
as a result of the loss of the S.S. Sul
phur Queen in the Gulf of Mexico 
in 1963. This accident made us realize 
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ethylenediamlne 
2-methyl-5-ethyl pyridine 
monoethanolamine 
monoisopropanolamine 
morpholine 
pyridine 
triethanolamine 

Group 5. Halogenated Compounds 

allyl chloride 
carbon tetrachloride 
chlorobenzene 
chloroform 
chlorohydrins, crude 
triethylenetetramine 
dichlorobenzene (o -J 

dichloroethyl ether 
dichloropropane 
dichloropropene 
ethyl chloride 
ethylene dibromide 
ethylene dichloride 
methyl bromide 
methyl chloride 
methylene chloride 
perchloroethylene 
propylene dichloride 
l,2,4·trichlorobenzene 
l , l , l ·trichloroethane 

trichloroethylene 

Group 6. Alcohols, Glycols and Glycol Ethers 

allyl alcohol 
amyl alcohol 
butyl alcohols (iso-, n-, tert-) 
butylene glycol 
corn syrup 
cyclohexyl alcohol 
decyl alcohols (n,iso) 
dextrose solution 
diacetone alcohol 
diethylene glycol 
diethylene glycol monobutyl ether 
diethylene glycol monoethyl ether 
diethylene glycol monomethyl ether 
diisobutyl carbinol 
dipropylene glycol 
ethoxytriglycol 
ethyl alcohol 
2-ethylbutyl alcohol 
2·ethylhexyl alcohol 
ethylene glycol 
ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 
ethylene glycol monoethyl ether 
ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 
furfuryl alcohol 
glycerine 
hexylene glycol 

that we have an inadequate under
standing of the hazards and proper
ties of commercial molten sulfur. We 
have asked the National Academy of 
Sciences to determine the types of 
gases evolved, and the rate of gas 
evolution, as a function of composi
tion, temperature, and atjitation. We 
are especially interested in the pres
ence of carbon bisulfide in the gas, in 
determining the flammable limits of 
carbon bisulfide and hydrogen sulfide, 
and in developing a procedure for 
identifying commercial sulfur in 
terms of its gas evolution properties. 

tee on Hazardous Materials is devel
oping a chemical compatibility chart 
that indicates the behavior of binary 
chemical systems. 

Chemicals are first grouped by 
families (aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, 
monomers, etc. ) . Specific cargoes are 
assigned to a family, and each family 
compared with every other one. There 
are three possible conditions for each 
combination; a hazardous reaction is 
possible, a hazardous reaction is not 
possible, or there is insufficient data 
to make a determination of the haz
ard potential for the reactions. 

Binary chemical compatibility 

The "reactivity with other chemi
cals" hazard is a potential source of 
difficulty in the evaluation process 
because the possible combinations of 
chemicals of significant commercial 
value is overwhelming. Much data is 
available, but it is voluminous, scat
tered, and requires evaluation. To 
overcome this, the Advisory Commit-

Although the NAS work is still at 
an early stage, the Coast Guard has 
prepared a chart, based, in part, on 
their work. Table 2 shows this chart 
as we arc now using it for guidance -
not for rigid regulation. I t is inten
tionally conservative (all question
able combinations are included as 
unsafe) and we expect considerable 
change as we learn more. However, 
the changes are expected to be rclaxa-
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tions based on new technical knowl
edge rather than additional restric
tions based on casualties. 

As indicated by Tables 2 and 3, the 
13inary Compatibility Chart can 
answer some very practical questions, 
such as the feasibility of using com
mon piping or venting systems, but it 
does not indicate the nature of the 
hazard. The design engineer cannot 
tell if toxic gases are evolved, if heat 
is generated, or if polymerization is 
likely to occur. To provide a sys
tematic technique for determining 
compatibility, the Coa.~t Guard re
cently let a contract, through the 
National Academy of Sciences Haz
ardous Materials Committee, to de
velop standardized procedures for 
the detennination of the chemical 
compatibility of binary systems. Vari
ous procedures arc under study in
rludi ng computational techniqtH'..S 
based on enthalpy, heat of solution, 
free energies, heat of formation, etc. 
Various experimental tl:chniques are 
also included, to supplement compu
tational techniques where they are 
impractical or inconclusive. 

So far we have been talking about 
the properties of chemicals and the 
qualitative aspects of hazards. The 
second step in hazard evaluation is 
the extent of the hazard. At present, 
the most important use of this step is 
in the evaluation of commercial nu
clear reactor sites. Here, the off-site 
damage potential of the proposed re
actor must be demonstrated. This is 
accomplished by assumine; a complete 
failure of all of the safety systems, 
leading to the worst possible accident, 
a core 1)1elt-clown. 

This is the concept of the "maxi
mum credible accident" which is 
arri\·ed at by considering only the 
laws of physics and chemistry. Th<' 
rele\·ant item is the grcat<.-st level of 
damage that can happen. The laws 
of statistics arc ignored. No matter 
how improbable an accident is, if it 
doesn;t violate 

0

the laws of physics 
and chemistry, it is a credible acci
dent. There have been other studies 
of the maximum credible accident, 
such as one by the AEC in conjunc-
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tion with the Price-Anderson Act. 
Here, a series of studies were con
ducted for the space program but, 
as far as we know, our work is the 
first "maximum credible accident" 
analysis of a private activity. This ef
fort is being conducted in the form 
of projects carried on by the Bureau 
of Mines and the National Academy 
of Sciences. 

The Cargo Size Limitations Panel 
of the National Academy of Sciences 
Advisory Committee on Hazardous 
Materials is approaching the prob
lem by assuming the worst possible 
accident for a given quantity of 
cargo and then determining such fac
tors as the downwind hazard of toxic 
and explosive vapors, the downstream 
spread of flammable and toxic liquids, 
and the radius of blast damage. The 
information they arc supplying is a 
correlation between cargo size and 
damage areas for a given cargo. 

The contract with the Bureau of 
Mines is sponsoring an investigation 
into the behavior of liquefied gases, 
such as nilrogcn, liquefied natural 
gas, and chlorine, when massive 
amounts of them are suddenly re
leased into the water. While their 
work is still far from complete, it 
appears that liquefied natural gas 
forms a lattice with the ice. This ice 
results from the heat of evaporation 
absorbed from the surrounding water 
by the LNG. However, a solid ice 
layer is not formed and vaporiza
tion rates arc much higher than 
anticipated. 

Uses . of hazard evaluation 

Hazard evaluation permeates all 
phases of the Coast Guard's haz
ardous materials work on both a 
national and international scale. For 
instance, the NAS H azard Evalua
tion System has provided basic guid
ance in the development of major 
new U.S. regulations for bulk dan
gerous ca 1~~0 barges (i.e., "Subchap
ter O" ) and in U.S. participation in 
the development of international 
standards through IMCO (Intergov
ernmental Maritime Consultative Or-

ganization ) . Overall ratings for a 
cargo are used to guide decisions on 
whether it has unconventional haz
ards and warrants special precautions 
in transportation. Selected ratings 
are used. to guide detailed decisions. 
For instance, if the cargo has high 
hazard ratings for health as a poison 
or vapor irritant, closed gaging and 
\·enting of tanks is required for 
liquids. If the cargo has a high haz
ard rating for water pollution as a 
human toxicant, a double skin tank 
is required to minimize accidental 
release to the waterway. 

The hazards associated with com
patibility are, in the main, evolution 
of heat and/ or gas, and the evolution 
of dangerous products. The Chemical 
Compatibility Chart, Table 2, and 
the Hazard Evaluation Ratings, 
Table 1, show which cargoes may 
have to be separated from each other, 
or from the water if a reactivity prob
lem is present. Accordingly, a double 
skin tank is required where the cargo 
reacts dangerously with the water, 
and a cofferdam or void is required 
aroWld cargoes that react with other 
r.argoes. Scpar<.1.tc and independent 
cargo piping and pressure relieving 
lines are required for tanks carrying 
1·cactive cargoes and inert padding is 
required for those that react with air. 

The results of massive cargo spill 
studies mentioned earlier will provide 
a hazard evaluation technique for 
guiding decisions on ship and barge 
design and operation requirements. 
The studi<.-s are already providing a 
better understanding of transporta
tion ha.7.ards. 

In conclusion 

Two things should be noted about 
any hazard evaluation system and 
ratings mentioned in · this article. 
First, they arc guides to regulatory 
decision making and not rigid rules. 
Second, and a corollary, other infor
mation is used whenever available to 
supplement or override ratings. Thus. 
there is a real distinction between the 
classification of hazardous materials 
and an evaluation of their hazards. d; 
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HANDLING OF. INTERMODAL 

May 1970 

FREIGHT CONTAINERS 
Containerization, generally speaking, has greatly decreased the exposure of 

longshoremen to the hcuards of cargo suspended from cargo gear. With gant11· 
cranes working over cellular containership holds, it is not necessary for men to 
physically guide and shove the cargo drafts into place as with break-bulk stowage. 

Nevertheless, containerization creates some special safety problems in longshoring, 
especially where conventional cargo gear must be used to lift containers. This is 
because of the heavy weights involved and the strength limitations of the containers 
tll<.:msclves. It is possible to break even a properly loaded container by lifting it 
improperly. 

With the kind permission of the Swedish standards organiiation, Svcriges 
Standardiseringskommission, we print below a paper prepared by Sweden for the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO ) Technical Committee on 
intem1odal containers (TC-104) . It should be noted that the recommendations are 
still under development within the ISO and are not to be considered complete. 

In the United States a related work is being drafted by the M4-5 committee 
of the American National Standards Institute. 

D 

Figure 1. Principles of container handling. 
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Handling of freight containers 
1 General_ ____________ ___ _ This recommendation prescribes methods of handling containers m accordance 

with I SO Recommendations or Draft ISO Recommendations. 
The purpose of this recommendation is to set forth the basic rules that must be 

observed in order to avoid accidents and damages to freight containers, and 
other property. 

1.1 Containers of standard 
size ___ __________________ _ , Designation Length Width Height Maximum 

as in ISO/R gross weight 1 

668 ft ft ft kg 

J .2 Containers of other sizes __ 

1.3 Containers of other types 
and container flats ________ _ 

2 Lifting by crane _______ _ _ 

m m Ill 

A 12 1-0 30 480 
B 9 30 25 400 
c 6 20 20 320 

2, 4 8 2, 4 8 
D 3 10 10 160 
E 2 7 7 110 J F I. 5 5 5 080 

1 By maximum gross weight is understood the tare weight plus the maximum weight of 
the payload. 

The recommendation is applicable to containers of other sizes provided they are 
constructed in accordance with Lhe same principles as the standard containers. 
They are to be handled as though they were standard containers of the next 
largest size. 

Other types of containers, such as open containers, and container flats, can be 
handled by the methods indicated, provided they are shown by strength tests 
to fulfill the international requirements for standard containers as far as these 
arc applicable. 

All equipment used for lifting containers shall have been inspected in accordance 
with the directives of the Work Safety Board, the Board of Shipping or other 
authority. 

In every lifting operation care must be taken to ensure that the equipment is 
suitable for the purpose and is securely attached to the container. 

There must be strict observance of the accepted rule never to walk or stand 
under suspended loads. 

Figure 2a. Attaching the lifting 
equipment. 

Figure 2b. Checking the attachment. figure 2c. lifting procedure. 
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2.1 Lifting by top corners___ The top corner fittings arc the only obligatory lifting points for all types of con
tainers. The equipment should therefore be designed for lifting from these fittings, 
and should be attached to them. 

Container sizes A, B, and c___ When lifting from the top comer fittings of containers of sizes A, B, and C, the lifting 
forces must always be applied vertically. Sec Figs. 3 and 4. 

Mey 1970 

Figure 3 . Only vertical lifti ng forces are permissi ble whe n lifting contai ners of sizes 
A, B, and C. 
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The equipment may be attached by hooks or shackles, provided they can be applied 
without causing breakage either of the corner fittings or of the equipment. See 
Figs. 5 and 6. 

Figure 5 . Hook attachme nt. 

Figure 4. Vertical lift by twist locks. Figure 6. Shackle. 

Sizes D, E, F -- - - - ---------- For sizes D, E, and F the lifting forces may be applied at an angle. The angle should 
not be less than 60° to horizontal. Sec Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7. Lifting container of smaller type: forces 
applied at not less than 60° angle . 
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2.2 Lifting by bottom corners_ If lifting by the bottom corners cannot be avoided, equipment must be used that is 
specially designed for the purpose. See Fig. 8. 

Figure 8. Lifting from bottom corners- a method that should only be 
used exceptionally. 

2.3 Other methods of han-
dling--------------------· Containers that are handled by any other method than lifting by the top corner 

fittings shall be designed for such handling and fitted with special devices such 
as fork lift pockets, recesses for straddle carriers, or grapple holds. 

M ay 1970 

Handling shall always be carried out with the appropriate equipment. 
All engaged in the handling operations shall receive instructions as Lo the permitted 

methods. 
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Figure 9a. Example of correct handling with 
fork lift trucks. 

. -

~ .. - --

Figure 9b. Incorrect handling with fork lift 
trucks . 

Figure 9c. Incorrect handling with fork lift 
trucks. 

Figure 1 Oa. Correct handling of con 
tainer with straddle carrier. 

Figure 1 Ob. Incorrect handling with 
straddle carrier. 
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3 Putting down____________ Containers are so designed lhat when put down, they rest only on their bollom 
corner fi lLings. 

4 Stacking 

5 Working on top of con-
tainers _______________ _ 

The ground or other sw·face should be so level that the container ran be placed 
on il without damage to the bottom. If it is not, packing must be laid under the 
comer fittings. 

The directions for stacking apply to assembly areas on shore. For stacking aboard 
ship, special directives must be worked out by the shipowners in consultation 
with the proper authorities. 

When stacking, the bottom layer of containers shall be laid horizontally, and the 
containers in each succeeding layer placed with their bottom corner fittings on 
the top comer fittings of the containers in the layer below. 

When slacking several containers on top of each other, caution must be observt:d 
with regard to the ground and wind conditions. 

Workmen are not to be allowed on top of containers unless adequate precautions 
have been taken for their safety. 

Nor should they be allowed to stand near-without reason-containers on top of 
which work is being done. If they do, they may be struck by falling pieces of 
equipment or other objects. 

,, 

Figure 11. Workmen are not to be allowed on top of containers unless adequate preca utions 
have been taken for their safety. 
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6 Making fast_____ ________ When making containers fast, either on vehicles or aboard ship, they shall be held 
by as many of the corner fittings as may be necessary to prevent movement. 

Figure 13. Method of making fast to a highway truck. 
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Figure 12. Example of 
the way containers 
may be made fast to 

a railway car. 

Figure 14. l ocking fixtures . 
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MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY PUBLICATIONS 

The following publications of marine safety rules and regulations may be obtained from the nearest 
marine inspection office of the U.S. Coast Guard. Because changes to the rules and regulations are 
made from time to time, these publications, between revisions, must be kept current by the individual 
consulting the latest applicable Federal Register. (Official changes to all Federal rules and regulations 
are published in the Federal Register, printed daily except Sunday, Monday, and days following holi
days. ) The date of each Coast Guard publication in the table below is indicated in parentheses follow
ing its title. The dates of the Federal Registers affecting each publication are noted after the date 
of each edition. 

The Federal Register will be furnished by mail to subscribers, free of postage, for $2.50 per 
month or $25 per year, payable in advance. The charge for individual copies is 20 cents for each issue, 
or 20 cents for each group of pages as actually bound. Remit check or money order, made payable to 
the Superintendent of Documents, U .S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C. 20402. Regu
lations for Dangerous Cargoes, 46 CFR 146 and 147 (Subchapter N), dated J anuary 1, 1970 are now 
available from the Superintendent of Documents price: $3. 75. 

CG No. TITLE OF PUBLICATION 

101 Specimen Examination for Merchant Marine Deck Officers (7-1 - 631. 
108 Rules a nd Regulallons fo r Military Explosives and Hazardous Munitions (5- 1-68). 
115 Marine Engineering Regulations and Material Specifications 13-1-66). F.R. 12-18-68. 
123 Rules and Regu lations for Tank Vessels 15-1-691. F.R. 10-29- 691 2-25-70. 
129 Proceedings of the Merchant Marine Council (Monthly). 
169 Rules of the Road--lnternational- lnland 19-1-651. F.R. 12- 8- 65, 12-22-65, 2-5- 66, 3-15-66, 7- 30-66, 8-2-66, 

9- 7-66, 10-22-66, 12-23-67, 6-4-68, 10-29- 69, 11-29-69. 
172 Rules of the Road-Great lakes 19- 1- 66). F.R. 7-4-69 . 
174 A Manual for the Safe Handling of Inflammable and Combustible liquids 13-2- 64). 
175 Manual for lifeboatmen, Able Seamon, and Qualified Members af Engine Department 13-1-65). 
176 load line Regulations 11 -3-66). F.R. 12-6-66, 1- 6-67, 9-27- 67, 7- 12-68, 6- 5- 69, 7-26-69, 10-29- 69. 
182 Specimen Examinations for Merchant Marino Engineer licenses 17-1-631. 
184 Rules of the Road--Westem Rivers (9-1-66). F.R. 9- 7-66, 5- 11-67, 12-23-67, 6-4- 68, 11-29- 69. 
190 Equipment l ists (8-1-681. F.R. 11-7-68, 11-8- 68, 11-16-68, 11- 19-68, 11-20-68, 12-11-68, 12-18-68. 

2- 11 -69, 2- 18-69, 2-21-69, 2- 26-69, 3-15-69, 3-27- 69, 4-4-69, 4- 12-69, 4- 19-69, 4- 25-69, 4-26-69, 
4-28-69, S- 3-69, 5- 9-69, 6-18-69, 6-19-69, 7-1-69, 7-15-69, 7-17-69, 9- 12-69, 9-25-69 , 10-10-69, 
10-11-69, 10-22-69, 10-31-69, 11-19-69, 12-1 3-69, 1- 27-70, 1-30-70, 2-3-70, 2- 26- 70, 3- 11 - 70, 
3-14- 70, 3-25-70. 

191 Rules and Regulations for Licensing and Cortiflcating of Merchant Marine Personnel 15-1-68). F.R. 11-28- 68. 
200 Marino Investigation Regulations and Suspension a nd Revocation Proceedings 15-1-67) F.R. 3- 30- 68. 
220 Specimen Examination Questions for Ucensos a s Master, Mate, and Pilot of Central Western Rivers Vessels (4-1-57). 
227 laws Governing Marine Inspection 13-1-65). 
239 Security of Vessels and Waterfront Facilities 15- 1-681. F.R. 10-29-69. 
249 Merchant Marine Council Public Hearing Agenda !Annually). 
256 Rules and Regulations for Passenger Vessels (5-1-69). F.R. 10-29-69, 2-25-70. 
257 Rules and Regulations for Cargo and Miscellaneous Vessels 18- 1-691. F.R. 10- 29- 69, 2-25-70. 
258 Rules and Regulations for Uninspected Vessels 13-1 - 67). F.R. 12-27-67, 1-27-68, 4- 12- 68, 12-28-68, 3- 27-69, 

10-29-69, 2- 25-70. 
259 Electrical Enginee ring Regulations 13-1-671. F.R. 12-20-67, 12-27-67, 1- 27- 68, 4-12-68, 12- 18-68, 12-28-68, 

10-29-69,2-25-70. 
266 Rules and Regulations for Bulk Grain Cargoes IS-1-68). F.R. 12- 4- 69. 
268 Rules and Regulations for Mannin9 of Vessels 15-1-67). F.R. 4-12-68. 
293 Miscellaneous Electrical Equipment list 19-3- 681. 
320 Rules and Regulations for Artificial Islands and Fixed Structures on the Oute r Continental Shelf 11 1-1-681. F.R. 

12-17-68, 10-29-69. 
323 Rules and Regu lations for Small Passenger Vessels (Under 100 Gross Tons) 17-1-691. f .R. 10- 29-69, 2- 25-70. 
329 Fire Fighting Manual for Tank Vessels 17-1 - 681. 

CHANGES PUBLISHED DURING MARCH 1970 

The following have been modified by Federal Registers: 

C~190, Federal Register, March 11, 14, and 25, 1970. 

U.$. <; C'IVC R~MCHT ''lllNTING orrtCE: 1970 
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